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Such was the career of Po Chu-i, and he did well to avoid
elegance in telling of the horrors of misgovernment and of
war and the sorrows of the people. Plain speaking is best
plain-set. His simplicity, directness, satire, and sympathy
are all brought out in our brief illustrative readings. Po
Chu-i tells us with critical judgement of the works of
his predecessors Li Po (705-60) and Tu Fu (712-70)
of which there are many translations. They are in some
ways an admirable pair, typical of Chinese friendship and
of the independent spirit which sits aloof even to imperial
authority: they prefer the bohemian society of the idlers
of the Bamboo Valley', a guild of poets and artists: they
rejoice in the freedom of the mountains, and despise the
artificialities of the Court. As their friend Wang Wei,
painter and poet, sings:
The world is a passing show
What can be better than returning home?
All were influenced in fact by the Buddhist emphasis on
the transiency of this fleeting show, and belonged in old
age to the period of disillusionment, when the dynasty
was sowing the seeds of its own destruction. They sought
to drown their sorrow in wine as well as in the beauties of
nature, but they show also a love of freedom and of the poor,
Tu Fu says of Li Po 'there is virtue as well as delicacy
in his poems', and, we may add, a passionate love of life
alternating with fits of melancholy:
Awake through long night hours I sigh and weep,
As o'er the empire tragic sorrows creep.
In other moods he is very frank, and tells us that wine gave
him release:
Three cups will open wide die door to bliss,
Toss off a goblet and the world is yours.
What ecstasy from out the wine-cup pours;
The sober may not quaff its mysteries!
Why do I live in far-off mountains green?
I laugh and answer not; my soul serene
Lives in a heaven "and earth that none else knows;
The peach blooms vanish as the river flows.

